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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the majority of my time here I will be speaking to you as a researcher of dual credit, but first I want to speak to you as an instructor of dual credit. I was once an instructor of dual credit. I was an adjunct instructor of English, composition and literature, in addition to and as a part of my high school teaching position. I did this for the last 3 years of my 15  year teaching career, instructing 11 courses across that time. I started out with little information about how this was supposed to work -- to teach students who were starting college while finishing high school, to be both a high school teacher and a college instructor in separate and overlapping ways,  to manage the (sometimes competing) expectations of two institutions-- with very little information about how to do that and no community to ask, and though I built practical knowledge along the way (as good teachers always do) I also continued to teach in that position without information and perspectives that would have helped me do an even better job.�Though dual credit is not exactly new, its recent growth (650% in Texas between 2000-2015) and ubiquity for college bound students (in the UT system 61% percent of students enter with some form of credit), pushes, or should push, our thinking to new places -- what can dual credit be? What can it be for students and the instructors, administrators, and institutions involved in their education? We know, from both official research and knowledge built through lived experiences entangled with young people’s postsecondary pathways that dual credit can increase aspirations and access to college, semester-to-semester retention, cumulative GPA, and 4 year college graduation rates. Dual credit is full of potential for increasing access to high quality secondary and post-secondary education.�This very potential is precarious though; we cannot throw just anything at them and expect it to lead to a positive impact -- for most of our students we will be creating a new spaces in their lives, no longer high school, alike... but also distinct from later college experiences they may have. I will posit that this is quite a bit more challenging (but also exciting) than teaching either college or high school courses separately, and that since the opportunities for high quality learning are collapsed into one space rather than two, this calls for us to continue to think about, research, and refine our practices around dual credit with the goal of providing the best instruction possible. My talk here today will provide insight on this space, from students who participated in dual credit and matriculated to UT institutions. ��



Slide about mixed methods – what this allowed 
us to see
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Participation: Students’ motivations

From the online survey and interviews with students
● Saving time/money (mentioned most often)
● “Knocking out” courses due to disinterest or perceived irrelevance
● Seeking challenge, exploring courses, enjoyment of learning
● Strategic reasons (advantage in the college application process, improving 

class rank, satisfying diploma requirements)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMPORT THIS INTO BEGINNING– MIXED METHODS Section on participationMaybe think about putting the survey data hereStudents talked the most about saving time and money – often together, and sometimes alongside other reasonsKnocking courses out can be troubling to hear, since it implies that students are not excited about or seeing the benefit of every single course in their path, howeverTake heart, that students talked as often about seeking greater challenge in hs, enjoying advanced learning in a subject of interest, exploring interests, and knocking out, yes, but for the purposes of getting to a major area of study sooner. DC participation does provide us with evidence that students enjoy learningStrategic reasons are complicated, since it depends on how it is weighted in the HS, but we should be cognizant of the fact that students wanting to go to more competititve schools simply have to purse advanced/weighted options to do this



Participation: How is DC delivered?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMPORT THIS INTO MIXED METHODS PARTICIPATION SECTIONThrough interviews, we found a wide variety of variation in how dual credit is delivered. This chart provides so ideas of the major variations:In person vs onlineAt a HS vs a HE institutionAs a single/few courses vs in a more comprehensive program like Early College HSBUT we found even more variations in how dual credit was supported through tutorials, summer camps, advising (OR NOT) in our interviews with students.The major takeaway is that DC isn’t any one thing, or even a few things, esp at this point in its growth– DC has many variations and local iterations



Proposed slide:
● Exposure:
● Experience:
● Immersion:

● We know from students’ descriptions of 
their participation that their experiences 
varied – could be categorized as 
exposure, experience, immersion (but 
even this somewhat erases the variety)

● We did not systemically dig into the 
correlations between certain types of 
experiences and learning, but we know 
there are varied affordances
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Student Perspectives

Survey OER: “Looking back on your own 
experiences, what advice would you give to younger 
students considering dual credit? What do you wish 
you had known?”

Focus Groups: 1 hour interviews on experiences, 
motivation, advantages, and disadvantages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And more! So much came up as we talked to students– things emerged that we had not thought about– the weight of dual credit, intersections of tracking, family expectations…



Student Perspectives: A Major Academic 
Benefit

Understanding the norms, 
values, and expectations of 
postsecondary institutions

Developing key academic 
behaviors

Acquiring disciplinary 
knowledge and skills

Multi-faceted college readiness:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students reported that dual credit experiences provided them with a multi-faceted college readiness through exposure, experience, and immersion in the cultural world of college.The nature of this readiness varied depending on the manner and extend of of their experiences, but three facets of readiness emerged:In coming to understand how students described their experiences I drew on David Conley’s framework of college readiness, as well as Karp and Bork’s 2012 piece about the role of college students



Understanding the norms, values, and 
expectations of college
Exposure/experience with:

College workload
Deadline expectations
Quality expectations
Communication norms
Experience with pedagogies like lecture
Resources like tutoring or office hours
Expectations for collaboration/independence
Processes like application and registration

“For me, the transition from high 
school to college was like a huge, 
huge thing for me because... Well, 
the dual credit classes helped me a 
lot because I knew what to expect, 
and how the classes were going to 
be, and how the professors talk to us, 
how they organize the course and 
teach us. It was pretty interesting. 
Dual credit helped a lot with that 
college experience.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question-- How can/will you do this in courses with varied affordances -- location, exposure to processes like registration, flexible schedules, etc.Important: Its not that students don’t understand how school works; they are likely practiced in the world of high school. Dual credit experiences allow them to try on, test out, adjust to how many aspects of the world of college differ. This is not terribly different from how anyone does it, but they potentially get to do this over a longer span of time and when the stakes are lower/supports are potentially higher.



Academic Behaviors
Settings for cultivating or refining:

Time management skills
Study skills
Willingness to seek challenge
Independence as a learner
Methods for seeking help/collaboration
Sense of self-efficacy/confidence as learner
Identity as a college student
Self-awareness

“Okay well it helped me improve my time 
management skills. The classes let me know 
that it's not just going to be given to me. My 
education has to be earned. I felt like it was 
more like I learned time management, I learned 
how to transition from the high school setting 
into the college setting because of [dual credit 
courses].”

"I was really scared because it was this college 
class starting. I started and it wasn't too terrible 
but… they’re a lot more hands off. You have to 
take care of everything. You have to pretty much 
grow up right now. To get your work done, 
you've got to get your groups together. Nobody's 
going to remind you and I kind of like that 
because it definitely prepared me for college. 
That's exactly how the year starts out.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question: What are your goals? What academic behaviors can be built through your specific course? How do you balance out challenge and support in your course?



Disciplinary Knowledge and Skills

Students acquire knowledge and skills for use in 
specific follow-up courses and as a foundation 
for their postsecondary learning.

Commonly mentioned:

Math and science knowledge

Writing skills, particularly specific genres and 
conventions like citation.

“My writing class was awesome, I was 
writing different types of essays all the 
time. When I came into college and I was 
writing more like STEM type lab reports, 
and then project reports. I was really good 
at those because I had done so many 
different types of essays in dual credit.”

"I'm a computer science major so it's a lot 
of math background. Thankfully my math 
classes in dual credit were all very good, 
so I was well prepared there.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important: Though faculty were often concerned about this type of readiness – did students master the learning outcomes well enough to move on – this was mentioned by students, but mentioned less often. Less often on the survey as well.This is also a less “unknown” or fuzzy aspect of college courses, whether delivered as DC or not. These are often mapped out, right there on a master syllabus. We know what we expect in terms of disciplinary skills and knowledge, and generally speaking, so do our students.Q:Q-- How are students using your course -- a complete sequence or standalone? For majors or non-majors? As the first step in a long sequence tbc elsewhere at a four year? A knock-out?What is the opportunity structure you interact with? How can you build on existing skills regardless of what they are?--Raises questions about the opportunities created by DC to strengthen HS-PS collaboration-- the liminal space
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Cautions and Caveats

Logistical challenges
&

Academic downsides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students provided us with rich information on their perspectives in interviews and the survey open-ended responses, where they shared freely. In analyzing their perspectives on advantages and disadvantages of dual credit though, it is important to understand that many of the benefits reported by some students were also reported as disadvantages by others. Some of the areas they addressed were academic– impacting experiences in classrooms and opportunities to learn, some were more logistical– impacting schedules, aid, timingWe concluded (and some students directly said) this is highly dependent on the individual – their preferences, maturity, choice of major, certainty of major, financial situation. For instance, if a student was very unsure of their major, entering with 60+ hours and having to choose one very soon, might be experienced as a disadvantage, whereas a student who felt well-prepared and eager to get to major course work in field they were certain about, would experience “getting to the major sooner”, as an advantage.Students who were in a very structured degree program might experience, decreased scheduling flexibility – bottlenecks, but students also told us that coming in with dual credit  hours allowed them to take less hours per semester and that this was better for them.The list above was derived from student perspectives, but many of these were also corroborated by advisors, who also had a close up view into the impact of students’ dual credit experiences. All of this pertains more to students with MORE hours as opposed to less (maybe this should move up into the success outcomes section…)



Cautions and Caveats
“I felt that there were both advantages and disadvantages to acquiring so many college credits 
before starting college, especially since I did not have a clear idea of what I wanted to major in, 
how I would pay for college, and what programs I would eventually join. I ended up joining [a 
special program on the UT campus], which was basically a part-time job, and this program 
required that I be a full-time student taking 12 hours every semester to receive tuition and stipend. 
So, I ended up completing the requirements for a minor over three years so that I could be a full-
time student and keep my position in the program. The minor is not really related to my degree, 
but these courses were not as challenging as my major courses, and helped to balance out my 
course load. I also had room in my schedule to join the honors college and to complete the honors 
requirements for graduating with highest honors and international distinction.  

So, overall I would say that these considerations are important, but how important these 
considerations are will vary from person to person.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This student participant describes her mixed impression of dual credit, focusing mostly on logistical challenges. In talking to students, we also discovered that individual students experienced benefits and disadvantages themselves. 



Cautions and Caveats
Students reported on dual credit experiences that were:

● Misleading (False sense of confidence)

● Great stepping stones to later college

● Mirrors of later college credit only experiences

Students’ perspectives cause us to ask…does dual credit have to be exactly like 
college credit-only coursework? If not, how different is too different?



Two separate worlds or a third space?
Student 1: I guess taking dual credit in high school, it was like a slack off class, honestly. It 
was really lenient. We got a lot of curves, when we came to college we had to learn on own 
also. There is no curves and it was like more set compared to high school where it's more 
flexible, if that makes any sense?

Student 2: I felt that mine was better than that in the sense that it was a mix of high school 
and college. We had reviews that we still had to fill out for tests, you don't get that in college. 
At the same time there was still, you had to go and do this on your own to learn it before you 
got to class, kind of thing.

Student 3: I think it was a really good experience because it prepared me for college 
because they treated us as if we were already college students. When I transitioned to 
college I felt like it was my dual credit classes because it was independent like how college 
is.-- Conversation between 3 students in a focus group

Discuss.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those who want to police the boundaries, might only accept scenario 3, but in my perspective student 2’s experience reflects the ability of dual credit to bridge/blend two worlds. Scenario one, has too many dangers. To me, dual credit is an inherently post-mod concept and sticking to dichotomous boundaries is not productive



Recommendations

• Improve student record-level data collection for students 
participating in Texas dual credit programs

• Encourage UT System academic institutions’ dual credit 
programs to conduct program evaluation

• Continue to monitor and research the relationship 
between dual credit and student success
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Recommendations
• Enhance dual credit communication with students and 

families to enable informed decisions
• Establish a list of dual credit-related policies, empirical 

dual credit research findings, and dual credit practices 
that can be communicated to staff at the UT System 
institutions

• Improve dual credit program alignment among high 
schools, two-year and four-year institutions
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Questions this invites us to consider
What must we attend to as we grow or refine dual credit 
programs?

How do we ensure that everyone has access to meaningful 
dual credit that serves their future goals?

How do we inform stakeholders, particularly students and 
their families, about dual credit?
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